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CLARE THAKE VASSALLO

N AN AGE OF GLOBAL1ZED LANGUAGE, minority languages are
under threat of annihilation. Almost one-third of the global population is
competent in English to varying degrees. Historically, I the movement of
the language can be traced through the voyages of exploration to the Americas, Asia, and the Antipodes , followed by the nineteenth-century British
colonial expansion in Africa and the South Pacific. This was followed by
mass European emigration to the 'melting-pot' nations which hosted multilingual, multicultural and multiracial populations brought together by the use
of the English language as official or semi-official language. The use of English in the USA, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada has further contributed
to the global spread of English which is represented in every continent. The
fact thal the USA and Britain are, politically, two highly influenlial nations,
and that the media and technology industries, as well as the entertainment
industry, all function in English have effeclively made English, in its many
varieties, the most used medium of communication on a global level.
One of the implications of the power exerted by the English language is
that it poses a threat to the survival of minority languages that live side by
side with English. The fear of language-loss is a very real one; David Crystal
estimates that "at least 50 per cent of the world's 6,000 or so hving languages will die out within the next century.,,2 Among the concrete moves to

See David Crystal, English as a Global Language (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1997,
full discussion of the historical, cultural, and economic aspects of the global
spread of the English language.
2 Crystal, English as a Global Language, 20. Crystal discusses this point in detail in Language Death (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2000): ch. 1.
I

2003), for a
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counter this trend is the European Union's stance in using its members'
national languages and in actively protecting minority languages spoken in
the Union , recognizing them as the unique cultural artefacts and means of
cultural expressions that they indeed are.
lt is against this background that we are to consider the particular case of
Malta 's national language. A national language is clearly a depository of a
particular nation 's memory and experience of the worJd through time. It bears
tTaces of the attitudes of its inhabitants, of its history, as we ll as of its particular climatic and social environment, which are reflected in its vocabulary, its
expressions, and even its verb-structure. It is easy, therefore, to revere a
nation's language as a prized possession, and to regard the use of the language as the epitome of what it means to belong to a particular culture. A
frequently recurring notion in postcolonial writing is the desire,] more often
seen as a right, to be aJlowed to speak one 's own native language. Yet this
feel ing is neither universal nor historically consistent. In fact, the specific
historical case of language-choice and language-use in Malta in the nineteenth
century, described in this essay, seems to fly in the face of this Donn.
The question of language also has a considerable impact on the practical
issue of fonnal education in a country . The selection of a language of instruction in schools, the fact that the language is to be accessible in written foml ,
and the availability of text books for students in that language, are jusl a few
considerat ions related to the practical aspecls of schooling. In an interesting
anomaly, the culturally and lin!:,TUistically specific situation pertaining in Malta
in the early-nineteenth century could not be dealt with according to the establi shed nonns of British colonial education policy, tri ed and tested in far larger
colonies such as India.
A bri ef historical overview will highlight the essential language issues .
Malta carne under British rule in ]800 and had previously been under the
dominion of the Order of the Knights of SI John of Jerusalem, from early in
!.he sixteenth century, bar two years, ]798 to 1800, when it fell under French
4
rule. Under the domination of the Kni ghts of St John, the education of the
local peop le was hard ly given any attention al all . The language used by the

) See discussions in Bill Ashcroft, Pos f-Colollial Trallsformation (London: Routledge,
2001), Alistair Pennycook. Eng lish and /lle Discourses of Colonialism (London: Routledge,
1998), and The pos/-Colollial Studies Reader, cd. Bill Ashcroft. Gareth Griffiths & Helen
Tiffin (London: Routledge, 1995): esp. Part IX ("Language"), as a sample of works which
deal with the issue of language and nation.
4 In all of its history. in onc form or another. Malta was caught within the territorial domination of various powers that held sway over the Mediterranean - Phoenicians, Carthaginians, Romans, Arabs, Nomlans, and then the Knights of St John, the French, and finally
the British. Malta became independent in 1964.
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Knights to govern was Italjan) and the language used by the Maltese was
primarily Maltese as oral means of communication among themselves, while
various dialects of Sicilian and Italian were also spoken. The languages used
for writing were predominantly Italian and Latin. s The population was, however, largely illiterate, with the exception of a small noble class of majnly
Italian and Spanish ori gin) together with priests, monks, doctors, notaries, and
some merchants. The local language was therefore a purely oral means of
communication and no defmitive writing system was created for it until the
early part of the twentieth century. With the arrival of the British, a third
language, Engl ish) was introduced. Both Italian and English were powerful
European languages with their specific literary and cultural sense of identity
fmnly engrained. When, in the nineteenth century, the British began, rather
slowly and reluctantly. to address the issue of local education, a series of linguistic obstacles and attitudes were found to be very difficull to overcome.
The fun damental problem was that of estab lishing which language ought to
be used as a medium of instruction in schoo ls.
British colonial language policy had previously established the indigenous
language as the nom13tive language of instruction for early or primary education . Secondary education, and tertiary where this was available, were, on Lbe
other hand. usually taught through the medium of the Engli sh language. The
courses offered to students tended to be pitched towards the needs of the
occupier, thus producing a range of skilled English-speaking admillistrators
but n01 a technically ski lled workforce, which would likely have better suited
the econom ic needs ofLhe particular country. Many of the debates aboul education and language policy in the British Empire were fonnalj7..ed with
6
specific reference to India.

Much has been written by non-nati ve English speakers about the difficult
decision whether to use, or nOI to use, the English language in their writing.
The English language, once the language of the occupier but now a potent
global language, is perceived as LOO useful a means of communication to be
rejected on grounds of anticolonial ist sentimenl and attitudes. As has been
observed time and again, the Engli sh language is one of the most useful and
precious, although serious ly doub le-edged, commodities that the historical
, Descriptions of the Maltese lan1:,'1Iage and its origins in Arnbic, Sicilian. and Italian can
be found in works by various authors, including the late-eightecnth-century work of Mikiel
Anton Vassalli, and contemporary linguists such as Joseph Aquilina and Joseph Snneat.
6 Alistair Pennycook provides a detai led discussion of British colonial language policy in
India and Hong Kong in English and the Discourses of Colonialism.
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fact of British colonial occupation has left in its wake. To some extent, the
perceived danger in the use of English has to do with current global political
activity which associates the use of the language with a form of neocolonial-

ism, intentional or otherwise. Perhaps nowhere is the irony of language choice
more apparent than in the case of writing about colonial and postcolonial
issues in Eng lish. But to publish in a minority language is to risk marginal-

ization and being ignored.
A language is nOI simply a channel useful for putting ideas and arguments
across in transparent packaging. Language is what has been described a
' primary modelling system ' by the cultural semiotician Jurij Lotman. Language in genera.I, and each language in particular, determines the manner in
which the world is organized and understood. We enter a language and to
some degree we are shaped by it. Anyone who speaks more than one language can attest to this experience. The viewpoints embedded within language
detennine the manner in which relations between things. events, ideas, and
races are perceived. The more aware speakers and readers are of these fon1l3tions of altitudes embedded in language structures, the more sophistica ted
users of language they become. Virginia Woolf, in A Room of One 's OlVn,
evokes, through a different though related context, the aCl of women read ing
as a habit which required a double perspective and the creation of a large dose
of awareness in fema le readers, who inevitably leamed to read texts composed by men for a specificall y male readership. The textually implied reader?
inlerpo lated by the ma le author is also ma le, shares similar views, similar
racia l features and so forth, while the actual reader may very well be female.
Female readers are drawn into a fonn of reading act that is best compared
with the act of simultaneous translation: reading first as a man and then as a
woman. Arguably, a similar act of interpretarion during the act of reading is
carried out by non-native English language readers who read at a remove,
neutralizing or amplify ing the cultura l constructs embedded in various textual
points orview.
Formal education is clearly the practical entry to learning th e strategies of
reading and writing, as well as into a process ofacculruralion. It is crucial that
education is not simply perce ived as a neutral fonnation of persons bUI as a
maruler of moulding and shaping individuals; whether or not it is intended to
be so. Following Michel Foucault's far-ranging work on the development of
institutions in societies, including those which are seen to be for the common
good, such as hospitals and schoo ls. we cannot ignore the manner in which

7 The reference here is to Umberto Eco's tenns when describing reading and writing
StTatcgics and reader cooperation in The Role of the Reader (1979; Bloomington: U of
Indiana P, 1984.
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they also function as stale-contro ll ed apparatuses for the management of
society. Perhaps, of all the institutions Foucault describes, none is more insidious than the school , since we are legally obliged to send children to school
in order to learn fundamental skill s, such as literacy and numeracy, which are
deemed important by the state, invo lved as it is in nonnalizing its inhabitants
and honing them to fit inlo other structures and institutions established within
societies. As Foucault so ably showed, this is not something we need associate with the colonial enterprise, but, rather, with the organization of society
in democratically run countries like France. How much more ruthless, then,
has the organization of society been in places far from the scrutiny received at
home, where indigenous inhabitants are likely to be seen as manageable commodities, there purely for the interests, mostly economic, of the occupier.
Besides shaping its subjects, fonnal education also provides the means by
which we learn to be critical and through which we can have access to the
past which provides the means of shaping the present and the future. The
situation with regard to education as well as language in Malta before, during,
and after British rule was not, and is not yet, either simple or straightforward.
The issue of a language of instruction in Malta's schools, which brings together the two main debates touched on above concerning language and education, is one that runs counter to the established trend. lru s is because !.he
issue of a first language was fought out between the use of Italian or English.
Maltese was used mainly as a dialect by the educated classes, but it was the

language of the majority of the inhabitants. This fact seems to have been
overlooked, deliberately, by the Maltese occupying deci sion-making positions.
Philip G. Altbach writes thaL in matters of education policy colonial government often destroyed:
indigenous educational pan'ems [... J either by design or as the inadvenent
result of policies which ignored local needs and traditions. Co lonial powers
seldom set up adequate educational facili ties in their colonies and immediately limited educational opponunity and, in a sense, hindered modcmization.i
TIlis is not entirely the case in Malta, mainly because there was very little in
lenns of "indigenous education patterns" to disrupt, since there were only
three state schools in the whole of the two islands, one in each of the major
IOwns of Valletta and Senglea, and one on the island of Gozo. In addition,
there were a sma ll number of church-run schools, such as those run by the
Dominican and Franciscan Orders, there were individual clerics who were

• Philip G. Altbach, "Education and Neocolonialism" (1971). excerpl in 17le Post-Colonia/ Studies Reader, cd. Bill Ashcroft . Gareth Griffiths & Helen Tiffin (London: Routledge.

1995): 453·
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employed as tutors, and the one important Lyceum, originally established as a
Jesu it College in 1692. In 1769. Grandmaster Pinto established the ' Pubblica
Universitit di Studi Genrerali ', although this university. ori ginally known as
the Co ll egium Melitense, was actua lly founded by the Jesuits in 1592. But
there was not a single village schoo l. This meant that although there was an
educated class of Maltese doctors, lawyers, judges, notaries, and priests, the
general population did not have access to a system of education or basic
literacy in all hut a few cases.

However, looking at the more general historical context, as David Marshall
in His lOlY of the Maltese Language in Local Education does, we can see that
even in England education was by no means a social force as yet, so it could
hardly be ex pected that the new administration (just over thirty years) would
open schools in Malta, when in England they were established partly as
charitable institutions mainly as the result of private concerns or indi viduals.9
The British admini stration had already debated and estab lis hed guidelines on lang uage poli cy in ed ucation in the colonies, spec ifi ca ll y in the case
of Indi a. As A lis tair Pcnnycook reminds us, none of the positi o ns laken
"was as monolithic as it is sometimes made out to be.',10 Nevertheless, the
vario us Reports provide insight int o th e type of concerns and regu lati ons
tha t were being suggested with regard to lan guage policy in education. The
fo llowing is an exampl e from the guidelines of the 1854 Despatch w here
the Provincial Commi ttee of Bombay Report 11 argues that
btinging European knowledge within the reach of the masses is to give every
pupil a thorough grounding in the vernacular, and 10 keep his ancntion upon
it even up io Ihe college course. In pursuance of thi s pol icy English is rigidly
excluded trom the primary school course.12
Also in 1882 in the Bombay Report,
III Bombay. on the oLher hand. the Department has systematically resisted
every aLternpt to introduce the study of English until a boy [sic1 has completed Standard TV and reached the point where secondary education com·

9

David Marshall. Nis/ory of the Maltese La/Jguage in Local Education (Ma lta: Malta

UP , 1971): 12.

Alistair Pennycook, English and Ihe Discourses ofCololliall:~m, 75.
" Alistair Pennycook, English and the Discourses of Colonialism. In ch. 3, "Anglicism,
Orientalism and Colonial Lanbruage Policy," PClluycook provides a broad collection of
passages from various Reports on British Language Policy decisions applied to the Indian
situation.
12 1882 Report (1883): 124- 25. cited inPennycook. English and 'he Discourses of
10

Colonialism, 74.
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menees. Eveo then an EngJish class is not attached (0 a purely primary school
unless those who require il are prepared to pay for the extra cost. I)

These and many other C()mments and suggestions about l~ use of English in
the education system attests to the fact tbat, in tht; main, the usual position
taken was that English would be taught at secondary- rather than primaryschool leveL The reasons are partly economic, as suggested by the lasl reference, in that many children who did not continue their schooling beyond
primary level would not need to use English in their work, which would be
mainly manual or semi-skjl1ed labour. Those proceeding (0 secondary-level
education, on the other hand, were far more likely to find jobs within the colonial administration and, therefore, the investment in teaching them English
would yield returns.
In Malta, this situalion was entirely reversed this being due to a number of
interesting and highly complex cultural and political strategies to do with the
interpl ay of three, and to some extent even four, languages .
The strange issue is that education in the vernacu lar was precisely what the
eduC8t d class of Malle e, as well as the Curia, opposed. The reasons, which
arc various, include the fact that Italian was the predominant language used
by the literate educated class in Malta, as was the case in many Mediterranean
island::;. It was also the laoguage of the Church and ofthe law-courts, and thc
members of tk legal profession on the island tended to be pro-Italian in tcnn
of language and culture. The Maltese el ite spoke a cultured fonn of Tuscan
Italian and considered themselves to be Italian and belonging to a European
culture. Jtaly is a country with a rich and varied cultural and literary history,
to which the Maltese unquestionably felt they belonged. TIle Maltese lanbruage, on the other hand, being an Arabic dialect, did not appeal as a cultural
model. TIle educated and cuJtured attirude towards the Maltese language suggested that it was a waste of time to study it and that it would simply die a
natural death if left alone, as was the case wHb other dialects in the Mediterranean region. 14 Nevertheless, it was used by Maltese speakers of Italian
among th 'mselves as a spoken dialect) and was described in functional lenm
as the 'Janguage ofLhe kitchen '. A further highly significant complication was
the fact that Maltese had no written fonn. TIlere had as yet been no agreement
about an a1phabet, despite the attempts of a number of philologistS, primary

13

1882 Report (1883): 124, ciled in Pennycook, EngJi " and lhe Di

COlJrs

of Colo -

nialism, 74.
1<1 lroruc.1l1y, when Italian ....'as removed as an official language and Erlg\i h inslltuted

instead on the eve of the Second World War, the legal profession took

MiJlt~

as the lan-

guage of the law-courts and the legal profession, in another politico-linguistic manoeuvre to

restricf British interference.
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among them being the Maltese Professor of Oriental languages. MikieJ Anton
Vassalli, who has ever since been regarded with reverence as the father of the
Maltese language.
A development occurred with the establishment of the British ruling class.
The Maltese who began to associate with them learned to speak Engli sh
despite the fact that they were made bitter fun of by the Italian speakers, who

criticized their accents and idiom, as we ll as the reasons for which they
adopted tile language.

Debate about language-use has characterized Maltese political and cultural life for many years, and is still a heated topic of discussion. This is
reflected in what must be one of the most significant issues in the modem
hi story of Malta, which is in fact referred to as the 'Language Question '.
Geoffrey Hull , in his highly influential work of the same name, sub-titled A
Case Study in Cultural Imperialism, provides a detailed historical analysis
of the po litical issues so fiercely connected to and reflected in language
debates . Over the years, the pro-English language position ga ined both in
influence and number and came to be pitted against the pro-Italian position.
A clash was inevitable. The • Language Question' reached a climax in the
1930S in the approaching shadow of the Second World War. In the introduction to Hull's work, published in 1993. Giulio Saravia of tbe University
of Bologna remarks that Hull , unli ke other historians, does not " underestimate the phenomenon of language. which [others] see merely as a rather
inconvenient synchronism of limited relevance."JS Soravia claims that in
Hull's st udy two diverse and often irreconcilable discipl.ines successfully
merge: " the fac t is that Malta can be understood only through her linguistic
identity, WhlCh is the resull of her hi story, and th e best litmus for the testing
of her various moods and lendenc ies. 16
TIle' Language Question' can be described as a reflection not simply of
which power dominated Malta, but, rather, of which country, Italy or Britain,
Malta wan ted to be closely connected to . The choice implied two desires:
either to be annexed to Italy, or to be integrated wi th Britain.
Chance often plays a strange hand in lhe evolution of issues, both in the
private and in the national sphere. There was much unrest back in the 1830S
and mallers came 10 a head in the proposal of a new Code of Laws. At this
point, the Secretary of State, Lord Glenelg, advised the King io appoint a
fonnal enquiry. It was in this manner that a Royal Commission was appointed
with John Austin and George Cornwall Lewis as Commiss ioners. A major
I ~ Giulio Soravia, "Introdudion" to Geoffrey Hull, me Malta Language Question: A
Case Study ill CU/lllml Imperialism (Malta: Said International, 1993): xiv.
16 Soravia, "Introduction" to Hull. The Malta Lallguage Question, xiv.
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area of their report was to address legal issues; in addition, education was also
an aspect which they were required to investigate. John and his wife, Sarah
Austin, arrived at the Grand Harbour of Valletta late in 1836 "on board the
magnifi cent frigate Vernon," from which, in a letter written by Mrs Austin,
they thought that "no description, and I think DO painting, can do justice to the
wonderful aspect. ,,11 The Austins were so relieved to be sent on a miss ion
away from Boulogne, where they had been unhappy, that they took on their
new role with enthusiasm., Austin's wife Sarah was a particularly enlightened
and educated woman with a keen social sense. She was a friend of John Stuart
Mill' s and corresponded with Gladstone, and her principles were generally

liberal.
She and her husband were in Malta for a period of just under two years. In
this brief time, her husband's report met with many obstacles and objections;

he also fell ill, and some of the legal objeclives of the Commission's repon
remained unachieved. Their appointment was eventually tenninated without
any warning. John Austin met with stitT opposition from his fellow British
countrymen and he was ultimately disappointed wi th the outcome of their
brief. Sardh Austin 's self-appointed task of improving the education system,
on the other hand, was an unquestionable success.
There was such a huge di vide among the Maltese popul ation. Austin, on
the one hand, uses adjecti ves in her letters such as "the poor Maltese," or
commenlS that " but no one who has not been here can understand how
entirely it is like having to manage for a lot of children" (109); on me other
hand, she was also fam iliar with the educated class in volved in decisionmaking and intemational poliiical matters. The above two brief examples
ITom her correspondence IS revea l, in Edward Said's tenTIs, a textual attitude
towards the people of the island that can be described as consciously
benevolent. Thi s has been reflected in the positive vein in wh ich she, in tum,
has been written about by Maltese writers over the years. In narratological
tenns, Austin is textually cast in the role of beneficial donor, a role that corresponds to her actual historical role, for which there is further evi dence in her
leuers, such thal she was referred LO, affecti onately, as "La Signora Conunissionaria" (Sarah Austin to Me N. Senior, Vall etta, 2S January 1837; 111). On
realizing the sad state of public education in Malta, she Look on the task,
whi ch was part of her husband 's and Me ComwaU Lewis's brief, of improv-

17 In Janet Ross, Three Generations of Englishwomen and Correspondence of Mrs John
Taylor. Mrs Sarah Austin and Lady DujJGordon (London : John Murray, 1888): 101- 102.
All further page references to letters of Sarah Ausrin in Ross's compilation are in the main

text.
18

There are, of course, many more such uses of adjectives and descriptions.
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ing it as best she could. Her letter o f 25 April 1838 to Mr Victor Cousin
states:
public instruction [ ... ] did n OI exist at Malta. There was onc school for boys
and one for girls in the town of VaJtetta. In obedience 10 the recommendations of the Commissioners, rwelve more are to be established in the

vi llages, six for each sex. (Translation, Lerter to Mr. Victor COllsin, Valletta,
25 April 1838; 121)

And in a leiter to Mr N. Senior written from Valletta very soon after her arri val in January 1837:
The mo ral and intel.lectual destitution orthe people is dreadful . No schools in
the Cazais, no tolerable education for the midd ling classes ; an wliversity
whose first professor receives 25 (pounds) a year; and to which no attention
is paid by the Govcmment; no press, no place for discussion. (25 January
J837; 107)

Austin continued to write to ber mentor, Victor Cousin. about the stale of
publ ic education in Malta all the while she was here and also continued to
brief him on developments after her departure from the island. By the time
they left in late ]838, she had achieved a greal deal. She wrote from her
residence in Mayfair, London on 31 December 1838 as fo llows:
As to my little island, there it was not a question of writing but of act ing. And

I acted. I will not lell you how I worked, but the fact is that there are now ten
vi llage schools where there was not onc. I believe things would have
remained as they were, had I not searched for and found the masters and
opened the schools in person. (126)

And
J gained the complete confidence of the Maltese as soon as they found out
that J did not aim al converting them. They generally distrust Protestants, and
I must confess they arc not far wrong. (126)

Apart from the significan t act of actually sett ing up schools, the most interesting aspect of her observalion of the problem of education has to do with
the choice of a language of instruction. In an earlier letter dated 25 April
1838, whil e still resident in Malta, Austin described to Cousin the language
situalion facing Maltese children:
Then my dear Councillor of State, imagine the condition of a people forced
to learn four languages - (1) Maltese, a kind of bastard Arabic, which has
never been reduced to any system or writien down, so they conceived the
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brilliant idea of teaching children 10 read in a foreign language (Italian), and
the consequence is a whole generation who read jluemly without under·
standing a word. (2) Italian, the written language used in the courts, the pulpit, the theatre, etc. (3) English, the language of the governing class, I need
not tell you how necessary a language of this is to all who are not absolutely
independent of us. (4) Arabic. The islands swarms with inhabitants and emigration is perpetual . The opposite coast of Africa, and the Levant offer the
easiest and mosl profitable outlet, for though the poor Maltese are far behind
in us in civilization, yet they are in advance of Africa and Asia. (12] ; my
emphasis)

Along the same lines:
(To mend the matter, l keep school every day for the monitors of the Nonnal
School. I am a dreadful beggar, and so hardened that J don't mind asking you
for a copy of an easy, simple little historical work.) These boys, and very
clever boys too, have been taught to read Ouently Italian and English, under·
standing IIOlhing of either. (Sarah Austin, letter to Mr. Murray, 6 January
1838; 113; emphasis in the original)

The impli cation in comments of this sort is that, ultimately, Austin saw the
practice of teaching chiJdren in a language that was essen tially foreign to
them as usel ess. Austin, in line with the ideas of John Hookham Frere, then
also resident in Malta, and Mikiel Anton Vassalli, believed that children
should be taugh t in their own molher longue .
The fact that such a position was open to debate and resistance by the local
population is what makes the Maltese situation so unusual. It is hard to oversta te the fact that Maltese educated into an Italian frame of reference cou ld
only perceive Arabic and all things Arab through th e same textuaJ attitude of
other Europeans. Who, in his right mind, lhey asked, wou ld choose to be
associated with the Arab world, a world associated with laziness, lasciviousness, sloth, backward attitudes - all the qualities, in a nutshell, that Edward
Said describes in Orientalism? After all, th ey were speakers of a ' civilized '
European language with which they had very close cultural and geographica l
ties, as well as generations of blood relations. Furihennore, the Maltese language, then considered a dialect, was linguistically related to Italian but 'corrupted ' by Arabic. Italian was perceived as a pure language worth using for
educational purposes, whereas Maltese seemed on ly to be an inferior and can·
taminated form of the language. Time or money invested in the teaching of
Maltese was not only a waste of precious resources, but also a cullural association to be decidedly opposed.
The Church could not but be in agreement on this sensitive issue, since the
Roman Catholic Church leant most naturally towards lhe language of Rome,
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and certainly not towards the language of the Muslim. The Ma ltese people
were devout Catholics and their allegiance to the Church was also evident
through the use of the Italian language. English, on the other hand, could only
be perceived as a foreign language in every sense. There is no cultural , geographi c, religious or linguistic proximity between Maltese and English as
there is between Maltese and Italian. However, the fin al blow 10 the Italian
language locally was delivered through the effects of international politics.
Britain began to view Italy as an enemy in the run-up 10 World War II.
Maltese was suggested by the British as the language that ought to take tJle
place of Italian, which is how it was finaU y made the ' Official Language of
the Islands' on 1 January 1934. Although the English language had its uses
within a colonial context, i, is only through political expediency that it became the second official language of Malta, a position that ought logically to
have been held by the Ita lian language. Ironicall y, the adoption of lhe English
language has turned out to be one of Malta 's assets today, while Italian remajns a minority language upon th e world 's linguistic stage.
Of course, when ltal ian planes, on the morning of 11 June 1940, dropped
their first bombs on Valletta, the pro-British faction must have felt vindi cated,
while the pro- Italian fact ion would have felt so inexplicably betrayed that it is
indeed hard to imagine bow they j ustified the continuous three years of Italian
and Gennan aeri al bombardments on Malta to themselves, both in private and
in public.

In line wi th hi s wife 's observations, John Austin , together with George Cornwall Lew is, eventually made the following recommendation in their Report :
From this genentl use of lhe Italian language in Malta, from its usc as the language of trade throughout the Mediterranean, and from the near neighbourhood of Malw to Italy and Sicily, it fo llows that the Italian language is far
more useful 10 a Maltese that any other language excepting his native longue.
We recommend, therefore, that so soon as a chi ld attending a Government
school shall have learned 10 read Ma ltese, he shall learn to read and 10 wri le
the Italian through the medium of the former. Wc recommend further, that so
soon as he can read and write the Italian, he shall learn to read and 10 speak
Ihe English, if the time allot1ed to his schooling will all ow him to do so.
(Repon of the Commi ssioners appointed to inquire into the Affairs of the
Island of Malla. 1838. Part n, P.42.)19

L'Geoffrey Hull, Th e Malfa Language Question, 15.
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Strictly speaking. this recommendation was not followed. Although Maltese
slow1y gained more recognjtion within the classroom, it was plagued by the
lack of an accepted alphabet. TIlls malter was only senled in 1934 tagether
with the establishment of MaIte.se as an official language.
In having had ta choo e a language, English or Italian, and to establish
Maltese as the recognized native tongue. something has been lost. Perhaps no
language ought to have been given up. ltahan is the regional and natural language that reflects both Malta's geographical position and its posltion in rostory. The progressive loss of]ta1ian has created a linguistic disc<mtinuity with
Malta's particu1ar cultural memory.
Today, Lbe Maltese language has taken centre stage and is intimatdy connected \l,rith what it means to be Maltese. The education system, however, still
relics on English 10 a large extenl, together with Maltese. It continues to be a
double-edged sword. On the one hand, primary-school chjldren in State
chools slili learn some subjects in English rather than in their mother tongue,
while being brought up 00 the nation that it is somehow unpatriotic 10 speak
English within a local conlext. Clearly, if teaching in two languages i carried
out by competent speaker of either or bath language, then a bilingual population ought to be in the maklng, YCI this does not seem to have come abou t
Modern educa(jonal policy on a global scaJe js concerned with Lntroducing
English as a basic skill to primary-school studenlS.2u The policy of using two
languages at primary level has been current since the 1950 in Malta. However, this has not produced the desired bilingual populati on?' Negative altitudes towards the English Janguage carried down from colonial days, together
with classroom methodology and text books wh ich do not reflect the fa ·t that
a second rather than a first language i being taught, and the fact that many
teachers bave only an imperfect grasp of the language being (aught, are all
significant faclors whkh have contributed to the unfortwlate real ity of t..r,e
Maltese population's decreasing knowledge of English precisely at the time
when it is fast becoming the world's rna t impo rtant means of commurucation. 22 Since the Maltese language is such an incrcd ibly ~ mall lanoruage shared

2~ David Graddvl. in ''Global Engli h," B Be JOpen University online (23 August 2005).
In another essay, W auLhor d.iscu~ses the attirud towards the dimin.ishing use, and
po~slble eveofualloss. of (be .english language in Malta ill further delail: "Throwing OU( !.he
Baby with the Bathwater. The Ost:raclSJ.tion of English in Malta." in the CD -R 0 M mixedmedia publi non Oraley {Jnd Literacy, ed. Mariann Boerch & Stephen Knighl (Bologn . .
71

University of Bologna, 20.06).
21 Public exam results, S Be and MAT SEC, reveal progressively lower nwnbers of
students achieving a p<L~ grade {Ordinary, lnlennediate. a.nd Advanced level e;)ch year
(sow-ce: University ofMal~, MAT' f C Office).
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